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Language Focus

Section 1

Write the verbs in the past simple tense.

Theo's New Rucksack

 saidAt five o’clock, Theo (say) 1.0  to his cousin Amelia that it (be) 1.1  time 

for him to head home. He (grab) 1.2  his brand-new rucksack, hugged her 

goodbye and (head) 1.3  for the bus stop. When the bus (come) 

1.4 , he got on, but (leave) 1.5  the rucksack behind by 

mistake.
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Language Focus

Section 2

Choose the correct form of the verbs.

Stacey Acres 2.0 ( x  is,  were,  has been,  had been,  will be) not sure if her band, The Stacies, 

2.1 (  sign,  signing,  signed,  had signed,  will sign) a record deal before the end of January or not.

At the age of fourteen, Stacey 2.2 (  buy,  buying,  bought,  have bought,  will buy) herself a bass 

guitar, and ever since she 2.3 (  improve,  improving,  improved,  has improved,  will improve) 

her skills and bass line routine step by step.

Stacey and her older brother Louis 2.4 (  write,  writes,  has written,  had written,  will write) 

songs together in their so-called rehearsal area in the basement, until he 2.5 (  move,  moves, 

 moving,  moved,  will move) out of the house last year.
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Language Focus

Section 3

Choose the right word.

There are more words than you will need.

3.0  When I saw my old friend at the station that day, a lot of questions that (  relate,  relates,  relating, 

x  related,  relatable,  relationship) to our childhood popped up in my mind.

3.1  After just two weeks, the (  relate,  relates,  relating,  related,  relatable,  relationship) between 

James and Mary appeared to be far more complicated than they had first thought.

3.2  These days, it seems that Howie (  relate,  relates,  relating,  related,  relatable,  relationship) 

better to his long-lost sister than to the rest of his family.

3.3  In this book, you will only find articles on topics which (  relate,  relates,  relating,  related, 

 relatable,  relationship) to ships and sailing.
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Language Focus

Section 4

Choose the right word.

There are more words than you will need.

4.1  I was wondering if we could meet tomorrow before (  declare,  declares,  declaring,  declared, 

 declarable,  declaration) our support for the school trip to Sussex?

4.2  After that epsiode, Lily (  declare,  declares,  declaring,  declared,  declarable,  declaration) 

that Jenny was the best friend she had ever had.

4.3  ”Please let me read the (  declare,  declares,  declaring,  declared,  declarable,  declaration) to 

Uncle George before he gets ahead of himself.”
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Language Focus

Section 5

Choose the right word.

5.0  I’m so excited! I’m really ( x looking forward to,  looking towards,  looking out for,  looking to) 

Uncle Brian’s visit next weekend.

5.1  The house is a real mess. Perhaps we should (  clear over,  clear up,  clear on,  clear off) all the 

rooms before the summer break.

5.2  Gil and Kim really should calm down. They always get (  carried up,  carried in,  carried away, 

 carried on) when watching horror movies.

5.3  I’ve got so much homework to do. I’m not sure I’ll ever (  catch off,  catch out,  catch up,  catch 

back) before spring grades are given.

5.4  I’m finding it hard to trust Joey. It’s difficult to (  depend for,  depend of,  depend off,  depend on) 

him when he doesn’t pay his debts.
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Language Focus

Section 6

Delete and replace the other ten mistakes with the correct words.
There is an example at the beginning of the text.

If you are doing this exercise on paper, delete and replace the mistakes as shown in the 
example.

The Tokyo Olympics 
At the Summer Olympic Games in Tokyo, skateboarding was a

an
 Olympic discipline for the first time. To 

thirteen-year-old Australian skater, Lacey Walker, this has huge importance, because of her ultimate goal to 

represent Australia at the 2024 Olympics in Paris.

Despite her young age, Lacey is part of Skate Australia’s High-Performance programme that support 

talented young athletes. Earlier this year, she qualified to compeed at the Australian Skateboarding League 

National Championships, witch means she will go head-to-head with some of the countrys top skaters at the 

competition.

”I’ve been practising for days a week and perfecting my tricks this passed year,” says Lacey, who was 

inspired to start skating by british skater, Sky Brown.

The scariest thing Lacey has ever done is a laser flip. It took her about 50 minutes to find the courage to 

do the trick. ”I was pretty worried when I first started skating, and I defiantly wasn’t really good straight away.”

Lacey still gets nervous when she is at competitions, but she overcomes her fear by pretending that there 

isn’t a crowd watching. ”When you have spent months learning a trick, the felling you get when you final land 

it, after all those tries, is worth it.”

 If you are doing this exercise in PDF format, use the editable text field below to delete and 
replace the mistakes.
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Dream jobJust Ahead

Dream Job 
Imagine you have just got the chance to write an article for the online news channel TEEN*NEWS.

To prepare for writing the article, you have talked to one of these young people about their dream jobs.

Julie, 16, Manchester, is interested in travel and other cultures. She 
communicates well with people of all ages and loves outdoor life. 
She hopes to become a travel guide.

William, 17, Swansea, has always loved learning about new subjects, 
especially music. He is thinking about a job in teaching or the music 
industry.

Laura, 15, Brighton, likes creative work, building 
things and forming her ideas. She knows she 
wants to study as a building contractor after 
finishing school.

Gerry, 15, Edinburgh, has always 
excelled at sports, in particular rugby. If 
he doesn’t become a professional, his 
wish is to become a physiotherapist.

Write an article (350-450 words) for TEEN*NEWS.

Include:
• A description of your own dream job
• The most important reasons for your choice
• What you learned from the person you talked to
• Your opinion on the challenges young people might face in getting their dream jobs.

An article is a piece of writing on a particular subject in a newspaper, magazine or online for a large 
audience. The main aim of an article is to get it published and thereby share your views with as many 
readers as possible.
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